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ISEA2011 WORKSHOP
Walkingtools Concepts: Locative Media Art
Workshop Leader: Prof. Cicero Inacio da Silva
2nd Leader: Brett Stalbaum
Spatialized location is not new – it is a fundamental aspect of human wayfinding cognition. From
ancient and early historical practices such as song lines, Polynesian maritime navigation and religious
pilgrimage routes that link one shrine to the next holy site, networks of nodes and scattered cues
assisting navigation seem to be beyond culture. Researchers in the field of human cognition would
generally agree: although it is a coarse statement in light of the finer granularity of knowledge of
human spatial cognition, our species is fundamentally a navigator of networks of spatial nodes, or
cognitive maps. Maybe for the first time in the history of knowledge, in the beginning of the hypertext
era (what we can also call the Internet) the idea of having multiple points of information that could
share many parts of the same text, image or video provided, came into use as tools to organize all
human content in terms of information. The hypertext is a means of questioning the idea of the total
point of view, i.e. it is impossible to find or know the complete version of some fact, artifact, or
experience. In this sense, when we transport this idea to the world through geospatial hypertext, we
invite others to share a highly subjective point of view with us, through open means of sharing
knowledge about our geographical location or place of residence to invent a new subjective relation
between the space and the information. The Walkingtools and the HiperGps Projects (2009, Silva and
Stalbaum) are aimed at providing desktop production tools that enable creative people to produce
mediated routes for others to play back or follow using their own mobile phones. It allows creators to
produce searchable and easily sharable walks. In the history of locative media, early innovators such
as Teri Rueb (1999) invented their own systems that enabled them to create mediated walking
experiences. Geo-annotative projects such as Handheld Histories as Hyper-Monuments (2007) by
Carmin Karasic, Rolf van Gelder and Rob Coshow furthermore allowed users to add their own
thoughts and interpretations to an artist-designed, hot spot triggered, mediated geospace. Open
source platforms for the production and sharing of such mediated walks have yet to emerge.
HiperGps addresses the production tool of such hybrid, peripatetic media. In conceptual terms, this
type of media is actually very simple. Imagine a device that can guide you through the world by
pointing you in the right direction. In fact, these Global Positioning System devices are now rather
ubiquitous and well understood for the purposes of automotive navigation. Now imagine that that
media (audio, for example,) can be triggered at points along the way (waypoints). And then imagine
that the prerogative to create this kind of triggered content was egalitarian in nature, that everyone
with a computer and Internet connection can produce and share such content, and that others can
find this content using only their internet connected mobile phones.
Bio of the Presenters
Cicero Inacio da Silva is researcher and professor of new media art and digital communication.
Cicero coordinates the Software Studies Group in Brazil. Currently he is on the Faculty of the Arts
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Institute and Graduate studies in Communication department at the Federal University of Juiz de Fora
(UFJF), Brazil. He was a visiting scholar at Brown University (2005) and a visiting researcher at
University of California, San Diego (UCSD) from 2006 to 2010. He is author of the book The
Explorers: Open Source and Free Software in Brazil (with Jane de Almeida, forthcoming from the MIT
Press). Cicero was Digital Art curator for the Brazilian Forum of Digital Culture, Digital Communities
honorary mention at the Prix Ars Electronica in 2010.
Brett Stalbaum (UC, San Diego) is coordinator of the ICAM major at the Visual Arts Department. A
serial collaborator, he was a founding member of the information theory/art corporation C5 in 1997,
and the Electronic Disturbance Theater in 1998. With EDT he co-developed electronic civil
disobedience software called FloodNet, which has been used on behalf of the Zapatista movement
against the websites of the Presidents of Mexico and the United States, as well as the Pentagon.
Stalbaum has been part of many other individual and collaborative projects including
http://www.paintersflat.net/ and is recognized for his work in location aware media. Current
collaborative projects include http://www.walkingtools.net/ which provides an umbrella for XML, APIs,
Applications and Projects for and by walking artists, and with the CALIT2 B.A.N.G. Lab/EDT where he
is the primary software developer for the Transborder Immigrant Tool project.
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